
 

 

 

2016-2017  
SEASON OVERVIEW 

 
Top of the Podium is pleased to announce the third season of the Dulles Duals! Each year, we strive to 

implement changes to create a better experience for kids, families and coaches. However, our overall 

goal remains the same: To provide quality matches for wrestlers in a unique atmosphere that helps 

athletes and families fall in love with our great sport. Our dual meets feature wrestler introductions, 

loud music, smoke machines, flashing lights, live national anthems, sibling activities, raffle contests, and 

more. We also believe the dual meet format is instrumental in building team spirit and camaraderie. 

The biggest change for the upcoming season is the formation of a new Middle School Division. We will 

continue to offer last year’s popular “intermediate-level” division with a few twists. We also hope to 

announce opportunities for clubs to bring novice wrestlers (0-1 years of experience) to a dual event 

during the season. Clubs can choose to sign up for any or all of these divisions. 

“RISING STARS” DIVISION 

For those familiar with last year’s format, this division is very similar. The biggest change is adjusting 

age/weight classes since we now offer a Middle School division. This division will now focus on 

elementary-school wrestlers as well as eligible sixth graders. 

Teams in the Rising Stars Division compete once a month at TOP, generally on a Friday night. This is a 

“supplemental” league that is not intended to be a club’s primary source of competition during the 

season. We anticipate each team participating on a Friday evening in December, January, and February 

(resulting in six dual meets). We conclude the season with a year-end dual tourney most likely on the 

March 4th weekend. In total, then, a club wrestles in 8-9 dual meets. As in the past, we announce 

potential dates for events and allow team to express preferences (every team’s preferences were 

accommodated last year). 

At each event, four teams are scheduled to attend. We hold two duals meets simultaneously on our full 

circle “youth mats” (28x28) which are appropriate for these ages/weights. Each mat also has a digital 

scoreboard, enabling wrestlers to develop mat and clock awareness skills. Each team competes in two 

dual meets during these evening matches (a 3rd meet is not possible due to time constraints). Wrestling 

begins at 7 pm sharp on Friday nights and usually concludes shortly after 9 pm. Traditional rules are 

utilized, including 1-1-1 bouts.  



 

 

Eligibility 

The Rising Stars Division is intended to provide an “intermediate” level of competition between 

NVWF/MD and CAWL (or similar levels of more advanced competition). Officially, our policy is CAWL 

place finishers (pre-season or post-season) of 4th or higher are prohibited from competing in this 

division. Realizing there are extremely good wrestlers who compete on travel teams rather than CAWL, 

however, we ask all coaches to honor the intent of this league, meaning no “hammers” or elite 

state/national caliber wrestlers. As an example, successful NVWF wrestlers (those who win most of their 

matches, often easily) but who aren’t up to CAWL or more advanced levels yet, should expect 

competitive bouts. Of course, this can’t be guaranteed, but hopefully this guidance illustrates what we 

are trying to accomplish. The new name “Rising Stars” hopefully reinforces the “intermediate” level of 

this league—these wrestlers are not superstar hammers yet but are “on their way.” 

Weight Classes 

This year, we continue our efforts to minimize large weight or age differentials between opponents 

while providing flexibility through “exceptions” so more wrestlers obtain matches. We will also adopt a 

new system of “fixed” and “flex” weights to give teams even more options (see Attachment). This is still 

being reviewed and discussed, so please note we may tweak the proposed approach.  

Ideally, a team fills all of its weight classes. This is the simplest and most efficient way to run our events, 

reducing confusion and leading to a better experiences for everyone involved. An individual is allowed 

to wrestle twice to avoid forfeiting a weight class, but we prefer to minimize such occurrences (as in 

prior year, an individual wrestler cannot earn more than 6 points for the team in a single dual meet).  

If a team cannot populate a fixed weight class, it will be a forfeit. If a team cannot populate a flex weight 

class, it will not be a forfeit. In both scenarios, however, we encourage opposing coaches to work 

together to arrange other bouts. In other words, Rising Star dual meets consist of 13 bouts. So, for 

example, if there are forfeits at 3 weights, the coaches should try to arrange three other bouts between 

similar age/weight opponents so 13 matches are completed. 

This year, we may experiment with new approaches for weigh-ins. We are considering various ideas, 

including spot checks, honor system, and more. Please feel free to give your input on this issue. In 

addition, we will ask coaches to perform general skin checks to ensure the safety of all athletes. If 

requested by a TOP representative or opposing coach, any questionable wrestler should have 

documentation (e.g., NFHS Medical Release form completed by a qualified medical professional).  

Fees 

Entry fees and concession revenues from Dulles Duals are crucial in supporting our 501c3 nonprofit 

organization. Since TOP opened in November 2014, the company has not posted a profit (even while 

relying on full-time, nonpaid staff). Consequently, TOP is diligently working to build a business model 

that results in long-term financial sustainability while providing value for the wrestling community. By 

joining the Dulles Duals, local clubs can take pride in supporting a one-of-a-kind facility that introduces 

many kids to wrestling and provides unique opportunities for serious wrestlers on a year-round basis.  

This year, we have simplified the admission process by asking teams to pay a fee that covers their entire 

squad for the whole season. This can be paid in a lump-sum or installments prior to each event. For the 

2016-2017 season, the entry fee per team will be $775 (or $200 per installment). In addition to 



 

 

supporting TOP, these fees are used to pay referees and other part-time help, as needed. We also ask 

each club to provide one person to help at the score table during the meets. 

If there are a sufficient number of wrestlers from clubs/teams who do not enter the league, TOP will 

form a house team to compete in these duals. This team will not conduct practices but simply come 

together for meets. Coaches will be volunteers from the various clubs in the area, including those of 

team members. We will establish a place for wrestlers to express interest on our web site. The entry fee 

for the entire season will be $60 per wrestler. 

MIDDLE SCHOOL DIVISION 

This new division features dual meets for 6/7/8 graders (ideally from the same school; however, schools 

can be combined if teams cannot fill rosters; such combinations must be approved by TOP). 

Mature/experienced 5th graders may be used to fill spots on occasion, but we prefer for middle 

schoolers to compete in this league. Parents of 5th graders need to sign waivers granting permission for 

the exception. 

We expect our season to begin in December (with one event per team) and continue on alternating 

weekends in January and February. In most cases, events are held on Saturday mornings and 

afternoons. This allows wrestlers to compete in NVWF, Mason Dixon, or CAWL events on Sundays if they 

choose. Teams will express their preferences for specific dates on the schedule. We anticipate each 

event lasting about 3 hours (every other week).  

Our goal is for each team to compete in four events at TOP over the winter. These will normally be “tri” 

events consisting of three middle school teams. This means a team obtains 8 dual meets during the 

season. Wrestlers will compete in fight shorts and compression shirts (TOP has designed shorts and 

shirts and will offer them at cost to teams who are interested). 

In addition to the four main dual events, we hope many teams have the chance to wrestle at least one 

meet in conjunction with a high school varsity match. These will be “exhibition” duals and may feature a 

different format (including weight classes) based on time constraints, etc. A team may also offer to host 

a “tri” event at a different facility. Such proposals will be considered on a case by case basis.  

In addition to the aforementioned dual meets, TOP intends to host a special tournament at a different 

venue. Our “Middle School Championships” will crown team and individual champions. Wrestlers can 

only participate if they competed in our Middle School events during the season. We hope this 

tournament will be an exciting addition to a great season. Because we have not yet finalized the venue 

and the costs of conducting the event, this is not included in league fees. Wrestlers may be asked to pay 

a modest tournament fee (e.g., $15-20). We are currently looking at Sunday, February 5 at Rock Ridge 

High School for this event. This is because Rock Ridge hosts a Conference Tournament this weekend, and 

all mats/scoretables will be set up. Although it’s Super Bowl Sunday, we believe we can efficiently run 

the tournament and finish no later than 4 pm.  

Because many wrestlers may obtain 10-20 bouts during the season, teams may view this as a stand-

alone league (i.e., the primary source of competition during the season). Even so, wrestlers may seek 

additional opportunities to compete during the season.  

 



 

 

Format 

During the Saturday events at TOP, two teams will wrestle on a regulation size mat. Simultaneously, we 

will hold exhibition bouts on a 28x28 mat for additional team members (and possibly extra bouts for 

starters). We are currently working to implement a structured process for arranging exhibition bouts. 

Further, we are considering ways to add extra incentives for these bouts (e.g., some type of team score). 

If you have suggestions on either subject, please don’t hesitate to let us know.  

We anticipate wrestlers getting 2-3 bouts at each event. Wrestlers compete under traditional rules, 

except for 1:30/1:30/1:30 periods (depending on number of additional wrestlers, we may shorten 

periods for exhibition matches to allow for more bouts). There will not be restrictions on the 

experience/ability of wresters as long as they attend the approved middle school or primarily wrestle for 

the club participating in the event. Teams should not invite “free agents” from other schools/clubs 

unless advance permission is obtained from the league.  

Weight Classes 

Middle school wrestlers (defined as 6/7/8 graders) are eligible to compete in the 11 designated weight 

classes. We will grant Weight Exceptions (see Attachment) and implement a system of “fixed” and “flex” 

weights to give teams flexibility. Please note the Attachment is still under review and is not yet finalized. 

Ideally, a team fills all of its weight classes. This is the simplest and most efficient way to run our events, 

reducing confusion and leading to a better experiences for everyone involved. An individual is allowed 

to wrestle twice to avoid forfeiting a weight class, but we prefer to minimize such occurrences (as in 

prior year, an individual wrestler cannot earn more than 6 points for the team in a single dual meet).  

If a team cannot populate a fixed weight class, it will be a forfeit. If a team cannot populate a flex weight 

class, it will not be a forfeit. In both cases, however, we encourage opposing coaches to work together 

to fill such holes. A Middle School dual meet consists of 11 matches. So if there are forfeits at 2 weights, 

hopefully the coaches can arrange two other bouts between similar age/weight opponents so 11 

matches are completed. See previous section for information on weigh-ins, skin checks, etc. 

Fees 

As described earlier, programs like Dulles Duals are crucial in TOP’s effort to develop a financial model 

that is sustainable over the long-term. We sincerely thank all clubs who participate in this program and 

for your support of our 501c3 nonprofit wrestling center.  

For the 2016-2017 season, the entry fee per club will be $895 (or $230 per installment). This includes 

four major dual events (including exhibition bouts for additional team members) and potential meets at 

local high schools. In addition to supporting TOP, entry fees are used to pay referees and other part-time 

help, as needed. We may ask each club to provide one person to help at the score table during meets. 

We are also attempting to schedule periodic, optional practices at TOP, to further enhance the middle 

school wrestling experience. 

As with the Rising Stars division, TOP will host a house team if there is sufficient interest from wrestlers 

whose clubs/teams are not participants in this league. The entry fee for the entire season will be $60 per 

wrestler. Alternatively, we can place such wrestlers on existing teams to help fill rosters.  



 

 

 

WEIGHT CLASSES          DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION                 Attachment                               

RISING STARS DIVISION 
 

Weight    Type Maximum DOB 

   

49 Flex 2008 

53 Fixed 2008 

57 Fixed 2008 

59 Fixed 2006 

60 Fixed 2008 

64 Fixed 2008 

65 Fixed 2006 

68 Fixed 2007 

69 Fixed 2005 

76 Fixed 2005 

83 Fixed 2005 

91 Fixed 2005 

100 Fixed 2005 
 

Weight Exception. There are no weight allowances. If a wrestler is overweight, he can compete if the 

opponent is within 7.5% of his weight. 

Age Exception. It’s possible a wrestler older than the maximum stated age can compete if the opponent 

is no more than 24 months younger. 

MIDDLE SCHOOL DIVISION 
 

Weight Type 

75 Fixed 

80 Fixed 

86 Fixed 

92 Fixed 

99 Fixed 

107 Fixed 

115 Fixed 

124 Fixed 

134 Flex 

147 Flex 

163 Flex 
 

Weight Exception. There are no weight allowances. If a wrestler is overweight, he can compete if the 

opponent is within 7.5% of his weight. 


